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When everyone heard what he said, they couldn’t help being surprised.
Killing all the Chinese warriors who will participate in the next competition
is a ruthless trick!
You know, no one has dared to do this in previous Kung Fu Cups.
Because the Kung Fu Cup, although it is a rule, there is no restriction on life
and death, but there has been no mass death of warriors in previous years.
After all, the Kung Fu Cup, as a global warrior event, was originally based
on exchanges. of.
If they really did this, then it would definitely arouse the wrath of China!
The most important thing is that if they do this, then the warriors of the
Chinese side will definitely retaliate. In this way, they will be completely
torn from the Chinese side.
And the most important point, Lin Ziming from China, now that Lin Ziming
has just entered the quarterfinals, there are still a few games to play in the
quarterfinals. Will they really be able to withstand Lin Ziming’s anger?
There was such a moment of silence at the scene, and everyone looked at
Solomon with shocked eyes.
Solomon saw everyone’s eyes, and the corners of his mouth raised slightly,
revealing a contemptuous smile, and said: “Why, are you scared? It’s just a
group of Chinese ants. As a 5S-level ability, you are also scared? ”
His words were full of ridicule.
Soon, a strong white man frowned and said, “Solomon, your suggestion is
too extreme. No one has dared to do this in the previous Kung Fu Cup. Once
we kill all the next Chinese martial artists, then we will provoke us. Out of
public anger, have you thought about the consequences?”
His words were approved by some people.
After all, this approach is too extreme and too inhumane.
You know, there are at least seventy or eighty martial artists who will
compete in China next.
If you really kill them all, it will definitely cause quite a stir.
“Yes, this approach is too extreme, I don’t agree with it.” Another person
immediately said: “Besides, Lin Ziming’s general trend is national tragicism.
If we kill all the warriors of the Chinese nation, wouldn’t we be helping? He
condensed the general trend?”
“Now Lin Ziming’s strength is strong enough. If he goes further, then we
will join forces in the quarter-finals, and we may not be able to beat Lin
Ziming!”
“I also agree with this statement.. …”
Solomon still didn’t speak, he just raised the corners of his mouth slightly,
always keeping a mocking expression.
Then the foreign leader Johnson snorted and said disdainfully: “You are too
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courageous! Now that China is so weak, just a Lin Ziming came out to scare
you like this? I agree with Solomon’s suggestion, we should Kill all the
Chinese martial artists who will participate in the next competition! Isn’t Lin
Ziming brewing into a general trend with nationalism? Then we will help
him to make his tragic mood more intense! See if he can bear it! ”
After saying this, Johnson sneered twice, very irritating.
All the people present are masters of Dzogchen in the Innate Realm, so they
naturally understood what Johnson and Solomon meant at once.
Because Lin Ziming’s general trend is condensed by national tragicism, if
they kill all the Chinese warriors, then this tragicism will be even stronger!
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